
SLICING AND PACKAGING  SYSTEMS 
                                       for the baking industry

       www.gasparin.it
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   buns/ rolls/ ciabatta/ hamburgers



 TOTAL CUT

The range of the horizontal  slicers, suitable  for  the  TOTAL cut  
of  product, is  composed  by  different  models, according to the 
production request, dimension of the product and number of cuts 
that has to be performed on it.

> WORKING WITH A CONTINUOUS BAND BLADE
The cutting head of the slicers works with a countinuous band blade and the benefits obtai-
ned  working  in  this  way,  instead than the alternative motion of the blade, are: 
- smooth cutting result and uniformity in all the surface
- crumbs don’t stop inside the product during the cutting. 
 They are dragged out thanks to the countinuous movement of the blade
- high output.  
 The working at high speed is possible without
 damage the products during the cutting.

TOTAL CUT SLICER MACHINES FEATURES
- movement of the blade continuous
- upper and lower conveyors in entry and exit
- independent adjustment of upper conveyor and cutting blade height 
- adjustable advancement speed
- openable cutting head for maintenance and good cleaning after working 

For the cutting of products  with  high  content  of  rye  and  where  is  required  the  use  of 
oil during the cutting, the cutting head is equipped with a special pneumatic system of oiling, 
where felt rollers  in  touch  with  the  blade  realese  oil  on  it,  allowing the slicing of these 
products even at high speed with a good cutting result.
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^ Mod. 110/1  Total cut slicer .   
- single cutting head-
- conveyor belt width of 300 mm.
- adjustment of the machine parameters 
 manually

> Mod. 10.000  Total cut slicer
- single cutting head
- conveyor belt width standard: 600 mm. 
- cutting performed on more lines
- adjustment of the machine parameters 
 manually
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Designed to get more horizontal cuts on the product,  it is possible to 
have on the same slicer the combination of more cutting heads. 
> An example of use is for the slicing of Mcdonald’s buns, cut in two 
parts to get three layers

Mod. 115/2  Double total cut slicer
- double cutting head-
- conveyor belt width of 500 mm.
- SUITABILITY ALSO FOR THE SLICING 
   OF SPONGE CAKES
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 HINGE PARTIAL CUT  WEB PARTIAL CUT

The  partial  slice  of  the  products  is  performed by cutting disks. 
When is required the hinge cut, the product passing through the 
disk is sliced only on one side, remaining unsliced/ attached on 
the other edge 

The  range  of  slicers  available  for  the  partial  cut includes 
slicers suitable for the partial cut horizontally or vertically , in one 
line or more, as per customer requirements.

Mod. 5.000  Hinge partial cut slicer
- two cutting disks (each one for each cutting line)
- cutting performed on two lines
- usefull cutting width of 120 mm.
- upper and lower conveyor belts
- indipendent adjustment of the heigth and of the depth of cut
- adjustable advancement speed
- adjustable height of the upper conveyor belt

Mod. 3.000  Hinge partial cut slicer
- equipped  with  only  ONE  cutting  disk  for  the  cutting 
on ONE line

The  WEB  partial  cut  differs  to  the  hinge  cut  on  the  part  of 
product in which it remains kept together. Always sliced partial, 
on the web cut, the part unsliced of the product is on the middle, 
it means that during the cut, also in this case working with cutting 
disks, they cut on the sides the product laterally.

Mod. BUTTERFLY  Web partial cut industrial slicer
- cutting head with MORE cutting disks in line
- cutting performed on more lines
- suitable for the combination in line with packaging machine

Mod. 3.000/2  Web partial cut slicer
- cutting head with TWO cutting disks
- cutting performed in one line
- adjustment of the machine parameters manually
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The mod.8.000 is composed by a Cutting head made with disks in line suitable to get 
the partial “web” cut on the products working on many lines. The cutting head installed is 
independent  and  can  be excluded  and  according to  the different customer  needs, on 
the same belt could be installed a cutting head suitable for the total cut of the products.



 SPECIAL APPLICATION
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The slicer model 4.400 has been studied to slice PAR-
TIALLY in vertical the bun, keep it open and as option 
fill inside. The bun loaded on the entry conveyor is 
led by a lug mounted on a chain and through vertical 
slicing disk, the vertical slice on the bun is performed. 
Immediately after the slicing an open system allow to 
open the buns and if request can be filled in . 
The slicer is completely made in stainless steel and 
waterproof for the easy cleaning of the machine after 
a working cycle.
An application that requires this purpose is for garlic 
bread.  

When is required the total cut of the buns with the 
two parts of it side by side, in exit, the slicer machine 
mod. 110 V-DP allows to do that. The products are 
loaded manually or automatically in standing posi-
tion on the slicer and through a vertical cutting head 
equipped with a continuous band blade, the total 
cut is performed on it. There are the lateral conve-
yors that lead the buns during the cutting phase and 
in exit the buns are opened with the two halves side 
by side.
As option in exit, it is possible to combine a filling 
machine for the spread of the cream or similar on 
the top.
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THE  COMMITMENT  OF  BREVETTI  GASPARIN   IS   TO  DEMOSTRATED  BY  THE 
CONTINUOUS  IMPROVEMENT  TOWARDS  THE  QUALITY  OF  PRODUCTS.


